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Dear Sir or Madam: 

This comment letter is sent on behalf of State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance 
Company and its affiliates ("State Farm") in response to the notice for public comment 
published in the Federal Register on February 17,2005. State Farm appreciates the 
opportunity to submit comments as requested by the notice. Our comments will be 
restricted to the study of credit information in property and casualty insurance. 

State Farm is the leading undeMlriter of private passenger automobile insurance in the 
United States, and is also the largest homeowner insurance carrier in the United 
States. State Farm specifically became interested in developing credit-based 
insurance risk models because they: 

Inhibit adverse selection resulting from the use of models by competing 
insurers; 
Serve as an efficient and inexpensive risk assessment tool in order to help 
determine more accurate and competitive prices; and 
Allow State Farm to compete more successfully and to underwrite more 
insurance business. 

The State Farm group of companies provides insurance products and financial services 
to consumers amss  the United States. State Farm is generally recognized as a leader 
among insurers, with 71.6 million policies in the United States and Canada. It also meets 
consumers' financial needs through the State Farm Bank@ and it offers mutual funds 
and variable products. The primary means by which State Farm serves its consumers is 
through State Farm licensed agents. More than 16,700 State Farm agents provide 
services and assist millions in meeting their insurance and financial product needs. 

State Farm will be responding to section B of the Request for Comments (Credit Based 
Insurance Scores and Property and Casualty Insurance). The use of credit information 



for underwriting insurance is expressly permissible under the Fair and Accurate Credit 
Transactions A d  ('FACTA" or 'FACT Act"). Just as insurers discovered many years ago 
that age of the driver is predictive of future automobile insurance losses, they have more 
recently determined that certain credit characteristics are as well. Current technologies 
have allowed insurers to create insurance risk models that efficiently and objectively 
compile and interpret factors from consumer credit reports and produce credit-based 
insurance scores that are highly predictive of expected future insurance costs. The 
models incorporate sound underwriting and actuarial principles that promote insurance 
availability and encourage a competitive marketplace. lnsurance risk scores are not 
used to assess "credit worthiness," but rather serve as one predictor of insurance loss 
cost lnsurance risk scores are used along with many other insurance risk factors, to 
more accurately assess insurance risk and to determine prices which are fair and 
appropriate. 

We understand that the National Association of Mutual lnsurance Companies is 
providing answers to your questions from an industry perspective. The following 
provides more specific information about State Farm's use of credit information. 

Questions 1-3 : The questions ask about model development and usage. 

State F m  began using credit information in our insurance scoring models with new 
auto insurance business in a few states during September of 1999. i%e use of scoring 
models for auto business was gr&Ily expmkd to other states and is currently used in 
45 states and the District of Columbia We began using credit information in our 
insurme scoring models with new homeowners business in August of 2000 and it is 
cwrently used in 36 states and the District of Columbia We use dflerent scoring models 
for auto insurance business than for homeowner insurance business because we are 
measuring diierent risks. We use approximately 16 different insurance risk scoring 
models that use credit information primarily to comply with dfering state regulatory 
requirements. We also use credit infonnation in our scoring models for pre-screening 
lea& for auto and homeowner insurance business. Zhe new businesspropct is sent a 
finn ofer of insurance, in accordance with the requirements of the FACTAct. 

We use certain credit information in our insurance scoring models because it is highly 
predictive offirture insurance loss. SSta F m  's models do not measure credt 
worthiness, but were developed to be predictive offirture insurance loss eqwrience. 
When we stly the models are predictive of loss experience, we do not mean that a certain 
score will cause the predicted loss experience. This is true of other insurance risk factors 
as well. For example, a aafic violation in the pst dees not cause afirture accident or 
insurance loss, but we all know it is very predictive of the loss potential of the group of 
individuaLs who have had a violation Similarly, gdgrades  do not cause better 
insurance loss experience, but our gomi student discount isjusb+ed because good grades 
are very predictive of the firtub loss experience f w  that group ofgood students. 

State Fann developed its own proprietary models which generate an insurance score 
using the combined elementsfiom insurance loss histov repwfs and consumer credit 
reporls. To develop the models, we used a Iarge sample ofpolicies &awnfiom State 
Farm data and matched with the archived loss history and consumer credit reports. 
Various Hata modeling techniques and software were used to objectively idenafi those 

factors which were found to be mmtpredictive offitwe insurance risk The models 
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which were developed in this manner werejiirther tested or validated on an iradepednt 
ho&i-out data sample. We do not use factors that are not predictive ofjiiture insurance 
risk. At no point in the model development process did we consider an applicant 's 
&em, income, gerader, race, ethnicity, creed or disability. In oddition, we deletedfrom 
comllSlderazianon items on a credit report that can be ictentiied as collections on medical 
and utility bills, and credit inquiries which are promotionaI, related to insurance or 
which were requests for a consumer's own report. 

While these models are extremely valuable to the tcnderwriting and rating process for 
auto and homeowners insurance, there are many other factors that are considered i%e 
auto imrance rating process includes many other factors such as the age and driving 
record of the operators, the make a n d m d l  of vehicle being insured, the usage of the 
vehicle such ar annual mileage, the primary location of garaging the vehicle and the 
number of vehicles insured, among others. fie homeowners insurance ratingprocess 
also includes many other factors including type of contruction, age of the utilities, 
security systems, among others. 

%re are a number of generic models which are commercially available for purchase 
and use. Although we do not know how many dflerent models are used by the entire 
insurance inrhrstry, we do know that many dierent models are available though various 
vendors and consultants. i%ese models use many diierent elements of credit, in many 
diferent ways. 

Some other insurers might use these generic commercial models, but we chose to develop 
and use our own unique models in most states. We believe our own models help us to 
compete more eflectively and to determine more accurate risk assessment andprices. 
Credit-based risk scores have pick@ become a critically important competitive t d  
among insurers, epcially in those states which permit b r d  use of credit infomation. 

Besides there being many dflerent models, diwent insurers also use credit information 
and model scores to make dierent decisions, in dflerent ways. For example some use 
credit-based risk scores for eligibility decisions, others use them for rating, others for 
both, and some may not use credit infomation at all. To the extent thtzt dyerent insurers 
use diflerent models, in d@erent ways, insurance consumers are oflered more choices. 

Questions 4-11: These questions ask about the impact of credit-based insurance scores 
on the cost and availablity of auto and homeowners insurance, 

We believe that competition is the most important ~onsider&~on when examiningprice 
and availability. Competition is what benefits consumers the most as it relates to 
economic supply, &ma& andprice. Ifthe use of credit infwmation has enhanced 
competition through inexpemiw, timely, objective a d  highly predictive risk assessment, 
then it standr to reason that it & to the health of the overall instuance market as it 
rehes to availability andprice. It is our opinion that the auto and homeowners 
insurance markets are extremely competitive which can be seen in w ' m s  measurements 
including: 



Level of car ownership rates 
Minimal size of personal insurance residual markets 
Percentage of consumers who are uninsured 
Level of insurance advertising 
Market share concentration 
Shz* over time in market shares among competing companies 

To answer the question speczjicallly of the impacr of credit-based insurance scores on 
the level of competition and t h s  the cost and availability, we conclude the following: 

Risk scores are an efficient and inexpensive tool which he@ to predictjuhrre 
insurance risk and loss cost, and t h s  it standr to reason that their use has 
reduced the uncertainty and riskiness of the risk assessment and insurance 
process, andalso reduced the eqveltse associated with that process. 
Risk scores allow insurers to better m e w e  risk and therefore be more 
confident in their ability to determine accurate prices; thus it starads to reason 
that insurers are more able to provide coverage. 
Risk scores allow insurers to better measure risk and determine accurate 
prices, thus it s& to reason that the volatility of insurance results could be 
reduced, making insurers more able to provide coverage. 
Vm'atlatlons in the use of risk scores by companies result in more dzierences in 
the spec13c manner in which insurers assess risk (in fact, some companies 
might not use credit information at all); thus it srcmds to reason thut those 
dierences have lead to increased competition among insurers, and more 
choices for individual consumers. 
Risk scoring models are themsebes an important new tool by which 
w m p i e s  compete with one another. Ary and each competitor can gain an 
important competitive am)rmmge by designing a better risk assessment model. 
Risk scores have allowed S u e  Fann to write some business that otherwise 
would not have been eligible. 
h k  scores have improved the accuracy of risk assessment for both pricing 
and underwriting. 
Most state insurance laws regulating the use of credit in property and 
casualty insurance typically allow consumers with no credit history to be 
treated as having an average (neutral) score. 

li is true that for some individuals, the use of credit will result in higher prices, due to 
related higher risk assessment. But there arejust as many or more who benefitporn 
lower prices. Those fram'M'dirals whose prices are increased by some insurers, will benefit 
Pom more choices and a~~a~lability of product. In any case, insurers have more 
incentive to make coverage available. There is absolutely no reason to believe that fewer 
people have access to insurance coverage due to the use of credit. 

As for the various demogrqhic groups, within any group some will have better-than- 
average risk scores and others will have worse-thamnerage risk scores. For any 
demogrqhic group, many consumers will benefit with lower prices, and the entire 



market of insurance consumers will benefitporn a more competitive and healthy 
insurance market. 

Prohibiting or severely limiting the use of credit ir$ormation would lead to higher rates 
for most consumers. Also, the economic realities of the marketplace would tend to make 
insurance coverage for cars o w e d  by higher-risk d m w s  based on a risk score, 
df imlt  to obtain Competition in the auto insurance m k e t  would be reduced State 
Farm o p p e s  any eflort to eliminate this and other factors which are apprqriate in 
developing an actuananal&~strified rating clasnification system. 

%re are currently no auto insurance rate c k - c a t i o n  system as accurate as those 
which include an insurance risk sore. 

We believe thai the use of credit-based risk m d l s  has had many important eflects upon 
the personal insurance market, including the following: 

A new way for insurers to compete, to strive for the best risk assessment m&ls 
More choices for consumers when they shop 
More accurate predictions of individuals' expected insurance claim cats l e d  to 
fairer prices, reduced uncertainty, reduced business risk, reduced risk premium, 
lower prices, and increased availability of product 
Objective, ffaster and more eflcient risk assessment 

Questions 12-13: These questions ask about the impact on consumers in the ECOA 
ptotected classes 

To properly comlkct this type of study would require ob faining accurate and reliable 
information about each inrtividual 's income, ethnicity and race. 7his demographic 
infonnation would need to be obtainedpom some other source, since it is not available 
fiom insurance companies. We are unaware of any cdata source that could be used to 
attach accurate and reliable injionnation about each individual consumer's income, 
ethnicity or race. 7his type of dala can be purchased commercially, but its source of 
origin, accuracy and reliability are very questionable, making such daia iqpropriate 
for use in an exacting stu& such as this. We are aware that certain infonnation might be 
available at an iradividuaI ZewIfiom various government sources, but we are uncertain 
about its completeness, reliability and accuracy. Therefore, the Fn: may conclude that 
the &a is not available to perjonn this type of study properly and correctly. However, 
based upon other questions posted later in this notice, we recognize the Fn: anticipares 
that it may be necemay to conduct the stu@ using one or more of the i&iduaIalafa 
sources d o r  proxies for hdividkl demographic injionnation In either case, exireme 
care is needed to avoid erroneous conclusions. 

As described above, information on race, color, religion, ethnicity, creed, national origin 
and income is not requested in Siale Fam 's applications forms, nor is it requesled in 
subsequent transactions with policyholders- To our knowledge, there is no insurance 
&k which includes this information At no pint in the m&l development process 
did we have this type of &ta or consider any of these as potential factors. 
We did rigorous testing of our m&ls across various classiifiuatiom that we do have. For 
example, we f d  the m d I s  retkzhed their predicitiue power within dflerent groups 
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reflecting age, geographic l ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ o n  andprior di-ning record for example. &se 
firdings are consistent with other studi'es such as the EPIC study daied June of 2003. 
Even more recent& in Jamrary of 2005, reporting on a study conducted by the Texas 
~ e ~ t m e n t  of Ilt~tlrance, Commissioner Jose Montemayor summarized in a letter to the 
Governor: 

" ... By the .nature of risk-based pricing and underwriting, all factors used 
in insurance have a dispropor?ionate impact to some extent. One could 
make a convincing argument to ban the use of all risk-relaied factors 
based sole& on disproportiomte impact. Eflectively, we would ban risk- 
based pricing and underwriting and reverl to a pricing system where we 
homogenize the risk and essential& charge everyone the same price- 
regardless of risk ntat would be a set-back to all Texuns, of all races, 
especial& those of moderate to lower income whose risk remains low. 

As Commissioner, I have the authority to end a practice that is either 
vnfmrZy w intentionalZy discriminatory. However, I do not have a legal 
basis to ban a practice that has a disproportionate impact i f  it produces 
an actumiallly supported result and is not unfair& or intentiomlZy 
discriminatory. Prior to the study, my initial suspicions were that while 
there may be a correlation to risk, credit scoring's value in pricing and 
underwriting risk was suptficid, supported by the strength of other risk 
variables. Hence, there would be evidence that credit scoring was a 
coincidental variable that served as a surrogate for an unlawfil factor in 
rating and uncterwriting. If this were proven to have been the case, I 
would have had a legal basis to make the connection between 
dispropni*onate impact and intentional discrimination, and either ban 
credit scoring outright or adopt an allowable rate d~flerence of zero, 
meaning no rate diflerences due to credit scoring. 

i%e study, however, did not support those initial suspicions. Credit 
scoring, if confinnmed, is not unfmr& discriminatory as &fined in w e n t  
law because credit scoring is not bused on race, nor is it a precise 
indicator of one's race. Recall that not all minorities are in the worst 
c r d t  score categories. Further, iiis use is_iustij5ed mtuaridZy and it & 
d u e  to the insurance transaction.. . " 

"... banning credit scoring overnight, by rule or law, creates pricing and 
avluavlulability dismptions in a market that has just stabilized and begun a 
rebound " 

The resuliisji-om dl of these shrcies make it highly unlike& that a sound study would 
conclude that credi t -kd insurance scores have any sMistcaZ sip~jicclllce as a 
proxy for any of the protected c k e s .  As part of your stu& the IGT should 
investigate whether insurance risk scores could be used to succe.qfhl&predict an 
individual comamet's demographic c h  w group. Exbeme care and attention will 
be required to control for the other risk factor of geogrqvhic area, epcialZy ifsome 
geographical area such as census block is to be used as aproxy for in&vi&l 



demogrqvhic infonnation Failure to do so maypr&ce false and spurious results, 
because other study variables would act to compensate for the omitted or incomplete 
controls in the regression model. Without proper controls, any dzflerences idenhfled 
in the stu&, for example, might be entirety due to dzferences in geographical 
location It will be important for the Fn: to work with one or more insurance experts 
with qvprop~te  actuarial credentials who tnadersrcmd the specific elements, 
insurance risk assessment processes and insurance pricing systems. 

Ifrisk scores are found to be predictive of expected loss within the diflerent 
demographic classes or groups (income, ethnicity, race) as well as overall, 
then it @ to reason that all groups or classes would be receiving the same 
treatment. 

Ifrisk scores couM not be used to succe@Ily predict an individual 's class or 
group, then it stand to reawn that insurers could not use scores as a merhod 
of unjiixir &scrimination and that all groups would be receiving the same 
treatment. 

We fully expect you will conclude that the crerfrt-based insurance models retain their 
predzctive power both within and across protected ckzwes. 

Question 14: This question asks about the use of cdt-based insurance mo&ls for 
pre-screening. 

We use credit injionnation in our scoring models for pre-screening l e d  for auto and 
homeowner insurance business. i%e new business prospect is sent afinn ofler of 
insurance with the language required by the FACTAct. 

Question 15: This question asks if credil-based insurance models have Mected our 
ability to enter new markets 

On June 13,2001, State Fann Indemnity Insurance Company filed a Plan of Orderly 
WitMiawallfi.om the New Jersey auto insurance market at least in parf due to regulatory 
confraints on our ability to accurate& price our bmUSIness. On November 8, 2004, State 
Farm agreed to re-enter the New Jersey markt f w  mWII?ous reasom including 
improvkments in the regulatory environment such as the ability to use credit based 
scoring models. From an economic planningperspective, it is clearly more desirable to 
grow in markets that pennit more accurate risk assessment. 

Question 14: This question asks how edit based insurance m&Is affect the price 
consumem pay for auto and homeowners insurance- 

l?te uae of insurance risk scores is not rehted to collecting more money or less money in 
tolal. It is related to collecting the f i r  and right amountlfi.om each consumer, to make 
insurance rates far for everyone. Any rating factor will cause some consumers to pay 
more and others to pay less. No risk factor um be expected to be totally neutral. 



The use of credit-based insurance models is about matchingprzce to risk In a 
competitive market, companies that do a better job of matchingprice to risk will be more 
profitable andgrow due to what is lypically called adverse selection. Following is a 
simple illustration of this important economic concept as it applies to insurance. In the 
first chart, we assume thut Stale Farm chose not to use a credit-based scoring model, but 
rather to use a consiant rate of $700 across all score groups while a competitor uses a 
model with five score groups with rates based on expected costs rangingfrom $500 to 
$900. The net efect is that State Farm would not be competitive in thefirst two score 
groups and would be ertremely competitw in h e  tmder-pried score groups. This would 
cause State F m  's market to be restricted to the last three groups. As di.sphyed in the 
third chart, eventually State F m  wouM be forced to raise its price to $800 which is the 
average of the three score groups where it would attract business. %t price increase 
would make State Farm uncomptitive in the third score group causing it to lose more 
business and eventually force State Farm to raise its overall price level again With one 
single price, State Farm would be unable to compete successfully across the broad range 
of insurance consumers. 

?his example illustrates the real-world competitive market. It also demonstrates that 
consumers benefitfrom competition. 

The last part of the question asks about the magnitudes of the credit-based imrance 
scoring models on the price of iltsu~ance. Whle thir will wry by model, the following 113 
chart is illustrative of the wical vanvanation in expected costs for our new business 
models. The c h .  shows the business distributed a c r w  ten equally sized score groups 
with the average across all score groups being 100. llhe lowest risk score group has a 
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factor of 66, meaning consumers in this group have 34% less risk than the average. The 
highest risk score group has a factor of 147, meaning consumers in this group have 47% 
higher risk than average. 

Question 17: This question asks whether the size of involuntary insurance markets or 
the number uninsured is informative about the price and availability of auto and 
homeowners insurance 

Yes, in a healthy and competitive insurance market, the number of consumers that are 
unable tofindan insurer willing to insure them should be small. The size of the residual 
markets in mostjuriscii'ctions is very small. Thejurisdictions with Iarger resihual 
markefi tend to be those that have onerous pricing or underwriting regulation We finnly 
believe that consumers are best served through availability and Mordability through 
competitive markets. 

Prohibiting or severely limiting the use of credit irzfonnation would lead to higher rates 
for most consumers. Also, the economic realities of the marketplace would tend to make 
insurance coverage for cars operated by higher-risk &vers, h e d  on a risk score, 
d~flcult to obtain 

Competition in the auto insurance market would be reduced State Fann o p p e s  any 
eflor? to eliminate this andother factors which are appropriate in developing an 
actuaraI&_iusnped rating clasnpcatron system. 

%re are currently no auto insurance rate c l a s n m o n  systems as accurate as those 
which include an insurance risk score. 

Question 18: question ash about the impact of b(uyu*ng or limiting u m  . . 
"g 

or rating factors on theprice and availablity of auto andhomeowlte~~ insurance 

%re are numerous eumrples where insurance rating for auto and homeowners 
insurance has becomes politicized and overregdated In State Fann 's experience, 
politiml integerence within a competitive market is cotmfe~productive, offen IeQding to 
higher rates and market dislocations. SSrcde Fann &res to the principle that 
competition is the most eflective regulator of rates, and we believe all states s h I d  enact 
competitive rating laws. Sfate Fann adheres to all acCuar!ialprincipIes and zi-tadwds of 



practice in maintaining an accurate relationship between the price of the insurance 
product and the potential for loss and expense implicit in each individual risk insured 

It has been our eqxrience that whenever an underwriting or ratingfator is banned or 
sign~jicantly limited, resulting in a departurefi.om cost-basedpricing, sign~ficant hann is 
done to the market, thus also harming insurance consumers. For example for some types 
of automobile insurance coverage, rates vary according to the make and model of car. It 
is generally more eqxnsive to replace or repair a new expensive car, than a smaller, 
ol&r and less expenrive car. This results in diierences in the expected cost of insurance 
loss, a digereme in the insurance risk. &refore, insurance rates are higher for the 
newer, more expensive car. ginsurers are allowed to vrayprices according to the model 
of car, then it st& to reason that coverage can be made readily available to all 
consumers at a fmr price, regardless of what car they own This is g o d  and fair for 
everyone. 

However, if "model of car" were not permitted as a risk factor for insurers to comider, 
everyone would be worse o f  There would be less competition in the market, and in the 
end, consumers would be hurt. For example ifrates were required to be the same, people 
who own the older and less expensive cars would be unfair& required to pay higher 
prices, more than their fmr share. One might think that those who own newer and more 
eqxm-ve cars would benefit, but it stan& to reason that if insurers are asked to insure 
these cars at inadequate rates @rites less than the q c t e d  total cost to provide 
insurance coverage), that av~u~labiliv of coverage would @er. No one wins, everyone 
loses. 

The state of Michigan provides a classic example of the problems with territorial rate 
restrictionsItS In the Januray I989 issue of the State Legislaiures magazine, a monthly 
publication of the National Conference of State Legislators, was a summary of what lead 
to the I986 repeal of the state 's territorial rate restrictions that limited the price 
dzflerences between Detroit and other locations. That summary was as follows: 

"The territorial rate restrictions were a deyasfating failure, which clearly 
demonstrates the fitiliv of social engineering in the insurance marketplace. 

Michigan learned that these restnstnctions resulted in less competition in urban 
areas, which hurts consumers by reahrcing awilabiliv and increasing cost. 

Instead of protecting urban consumers, these restrictions caused a division 
in the market structure. Because of the mte dzferential constraiints, insurers 

with a greater market share in urban areas coulii not compete in non-urban 
areas. Urban writers, as they were called, began to approach insolvency when 
Detroit became the auto the3 capid of the world 

Artificial constraints on insurance premiums may haw had something to do 
with the explosion of auto thefl, as well. Fluctuations in insurance premiums 
send an important market signal to a communiv. m e n  a societal problem 
Mects risk, that is reflcted in increased insurance rates. gthat message is 
clearly communicate4 those people who receive that message will r e p n d  by 
demanding a reme&fi.om their I d  g m m e n t a l  agencies. 
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But, if that message is distorted the Mected community will not filly 
understand the seriowness of the program until it reaches crisis proportions. 

In Detroit, the auto the3 problem was a serious problem for several years, 
but the rate restrictions heldpremiums at artiiciaally low leveki until a crisis 
developed TIse debates over repealing these restrictions maak that community 
more aware of the nature of the problem. 

Unfortunately, that message would have been clear long ago if rates were 
determined in afree market. 

It's still not afree market in Detroit, but we are at least hecacted in tkzl 
direction. Hopefilly, other skztes can learn something from our mistake. " 

In October 1987, the All-Industry Research Advisory Council published a report titled 
"Unisex Auto Insurance Rating". The report provided an analysis of an October 1, 1985 
law in Montana that prohibited insurance compunies from using gender and marital 
status in determining auto insurance rates. 

The study found that average auto insurance rates for young women increased $91 to 
$2 74 a year, depending on their age, marital status and location. AAllRQC surveyed major 
Montana auto insurers to determine how rates for yowtg fivers changed d e r  the law 
went into egect on October 1, 1985. 

The eflect of the new law on young male &ivers wm mixed, depending mainly on their 
marital status. Unmarried male principal operators received rate decreases of up to 
$295 a year, but 23 year old married male principl oprators eqerienced rate 
increases averaging $124 to $14 7 a year. 

The report also touched on the eflects in Hawaii, Marsachuse#s, Michigan, and North 
Carolina. The report concludes: 

"In &tion to these direct eflects on rates, the elimination of these rating 
variables (especially age) has had some side eflecfs on the automobile 
insurance markets in at least a couple of these states. More of the youtwl 
business has been perceived by insurers m underpriced and is consequently 
written in the resi&al market or other 'Substandard" programs. In M-husefts, 

for example, 54.9% of all 1986 auto policies were written in this M e  's Reinsurance 
Facility - including over 90% of the young males and 70% of the young females - 
refecting the combined eflects of the wim rate constraints that have been 
imposed over the years. In Nwth Carolinq over 25% of all business is written in 
its Reinsurance Facility. ?his contrasts with the 1 or 2%, or less, written in the 
resicfual market program in most states. In both of these states, insurers are 
required to write all applicants for automobile insurance, either wIunfanfanly or m 
part of the r e s i h l  market facility". 

I f  meatit ijormation were not allowed to be considered, we can expect the marketplace 



to react, similar to resbictions on other factors. It would r e d  in less competition, less 
availability to some consumers, more subjective underwriting decisions, and customers 
less likely to submit claims would pay more than their fair share so that consumers more 
IiRety to submit claims couldpay less than their fair share. Clearly, these are not 
desirable results. 

Question 19: This question asks about the use of inquiries on credit-based insurance 
scores 

Certain &ves of credit inquiries related to consumers seeking additional credt can be 
predictive of insurance risk and are used in insurance risk models. 

State Farm does not imlude inquiries fi.m insurance wmpanies in any of its credit- 
based insurance risk scoring models. Also excluded are inquiries for a consumer's own 
information and promotional inquiries. Duplicate mortgage and auto finance inquiries 
within a 30+ perid are treated as one. So, pom State Farm 's perspective, these 
should have no impact on insurance risk scores. 

State Farm does attempt to monitor the level of conmmer shopping and switching 
behavior. Our studies indicate there has been no decrease in either shopping activity, 
nor in the level of consumers switching insurance carriers. 

Also, it is our understdng thai the credt bureaus no longer make insurance inquiries 
available to credit-granting institutions and other institutions, so that insurance inquiries 
cannot Mectfirture risk scores used for assessing insurance or credit-granting risk, or 
other uses of consumer credit r e v s .  

Questrim 20-21: These questions ask how we win handle consumers that have 
inaccurate or incomplete information or have been victims of identity theff. 

m e n  ordering an insurance underwriting score f w  an applicant, the agent is given the 
four reasons that most impacted the score and those reasons can then be shared with the 
applicant. These reasons are designed to provide the applicants with an understdng 
of the factors thai most Mected their score. In some jurisdictions, these reasons are 
provided directly to the consumer. Under the FACTAct, the applicant is entitled to a 
copy of the credit report and the adverse &cision letter provides a phone number for the 
vendor, in case the applicant wishes to obtain aalditional information regardng items 
contained on their personal credit report. 

We do make exceptions to our use of credit bared insurance scores if the credit history 
was adversely influenced by certain extraordinary life events, such as catastrophic illness 
or injury, death of an immediate family member, temporary loss of employment, divorce, 
or identity thefi. 



Once again, State Farm expresses its appreciation for the opportunity to comment on 
the notice. If you have any questions or if we can be of assistance to you, please do not 
hesitate to contact us. 

Sincerely, 

- 
Regina K. Dillard 




